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Introduction 
Double glazings have been increasingly used in contemporary buildings, since they provide thermal insulation with small losses of natural illumination. However, in summer, much compressed air conditioning may be 
needed to keep interior comfort, with consequent financial and environmental costs. A spectrally selective, heat mirror coating can be added to keep out the non-illuminating infrared, but then solar energy is wasted that 
could be useful for heating in winter or cooling in summer. This is achievable with a Trombe Wall, but at the expense of natural illumination.  
 
This work 
§  a double-glazed solar window that combines a passive heat mirror coating on glass with active control of natural illumination was developed 
§  co-utilization of sunlight was implemented by means of the reflected infrared for either cooling or guided heating [1], and  
§  monitoring results of the resulting CasaE (E-House) thermal performance are presented. 

Experiment 
The smart window concept and its integration into the building envelope structure are shown in Figure 1. Solar radiation, after transmission through the first glazing, is divided in the second by spectral selectivity. This is 
produced by a metal-dielectric coating, described in [1], which transmits most of the visible light to maintain natural illumination and reflects the infrared. The radiation energy thus trapped between the two glazings heats 
up Venetian blinds (active control of illumination) and produces air flow by convection. This is guided, during winter mode in a closed system configuration – from which the clerestory is kept isolated - to the shadowed 
area in the house interior, where the sub-ceiling exchange surface enhances functionality, and from there to the over-floor channel, which completes the heating cycle. In the summer mode with an open system 
configuration, the hot air exit through the clerestory produces a superior region of lower pressure, which induces entrance of air from the shadowed region, via rock sub-corridors and floor windows by natural convection, 
thus cooling the house interior.  

Figure 1: Building schemes of E-house, showing concept of spectrally selective window and its operation.[2] 

Figure 2: Temperature evolution for 19 months. 

Conclusions and Outlook 
Clear evidence of significant cooling by natural convection, induced by a double-glazed 
solar window with an infrared reflective coating that allows active control of natural 
illumination, was shown in CasaE for the (sub)tropics. This co-utilization concept of 
sunlight may also be used for heating of buildings at higher latitudes. 
 

Co-utilization of heat 

Results 
Monitoring results from air convection by co-utilization of infrared sunlight, 
where cooling was prioritized for (sub)tropical climates, are exemplified in 
Figure 2. Here temperature values are shown, in rock corridor and in shaded 
external areas, after measured every one hour and averaged over 24 hours for 
each value. 
Daily and seasonal fluctuations are much smaller for the rock corridor, 
between 8 and 20°C due to its higher thermal inertia, whereas the external air 
variation lies between 5 and 35°C. Daily average difference is maximum in 
typical summer days, then reaching around 10°C. A corresponding average 
house interior cooling of 5°C, obtained from measurements in the living room, 
has been attained. 
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Q = heat source (sunny side); F = cold source  
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